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Jessie Roestenberg Recalls Her Flying Saucer Encounter Over Staffordshire, West Midlands, England, October 1954. (This interview was recorded in 1977 but the sighting occurred in 1954)
Uploaded for the record.

ADG Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/pages/Alien-D...
In October, 1954, in Staffordshire, UK, Jessie Roestenberg was in her small cottage, while her two sons were outside.

Mrs. Roestenberg heard an unusual sound; a sound like water being poured on a fire. Her first thoughts were of her children. Could a plane be about to crash?

Going outside to see what had caused this strange sound, she saw both of her sons laying on the ground in the garden in front of the house.

They were shouting, “Mommy, Mommy, there’s a flying saucer.”

Mrs. Roestenberg walked to the side of the house, got a strange feeling, looked up a saw a “huge, Mexican hat” like object. It was of a shining, metallic-silver substance and it was sitting stationary above the house.

The object had a dome on top, through which she could see two occupants. She described them as “beautiful,” with long golden hair. The occupants wore a pale-blue jumper suit.

The UFO was tilted in a position that allowed Mrs. Roestenberg to see the occupants, and they could see her.

She could see them clearly enough to tell that the bottoms of their faces were similar in shape to a human’s, while the top of their heads were proportionally larger.

(This interview was recorded in 1977 but the sighting occurred in 1954) Uploaded for the record.